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Why is Ec still important?  (vdW+). How does TDDFT relate to Ec? (ACFDT) 

Why  ΔE RPA is often good enough.   Ec (RPA) results for cohesion of layered vdW xtals   

Various fxc s and their effect of vdW C6 coefficients 
What are the fxc effects beyond RPA in ACFDT? 

Proposed long-ranged density dependence of fxc in vdW dimers  

EcRPA as E(ACFDT) with fxc=0. 
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dyn. dens-dens response χ   ⇒ 

Pair distribution / xc hole nxc  ⇒   Exc
ground  (Adiabatic connection) 

 nxc  (fluct-diss theorem) ⇒ fxc ⇒ 

How can TDDFT help to predict
 groundstate energies? 



Electronic response functions in TDDFT 
(exact but looks like mean-field theory) 

Eff. Internal field 

Bare Response to int field 

(beyond-RPA MB physics) 

r' 

r 

⇒  RPA,TDH 

Bare Resp                  to ext field  (one-body physics) 

Density-density response function χλ 

χλ = + χλ χ0+ χ0 Uλ =



Generalized response function  χAB  
Ext "Force"   

"Displacement" 

χBA(ω=iu) 

I = MB grdstate 



T=0K Fluctuation-dissipation theorem II 

Hermitian 

Fluct-Diss Thm 



EXACT ADIABATIC CONNECTION-FDT APPROACH FOR
 CORRELATION ENERGY (INCL VDW) 

↓ 
Zero-tempFluct-dissipation thm 

↓ 

Insert expr. for χKS from {φi}      ⇒    Ex = EHF({φi})  

Our Exc contains EXACT DFT EXCHANGE 

ACF-FDT (exact) 

Can show χRPA gives asy -C6R-6 result for vdW betw small systs.   



GROUNDSTATE CORRELATION
 ENERGIES AND TDDFT  

What has TDDFT got to do with groundstate energies?  ACF/FDT  

Why are groundstate energies still interesting?  (vdW, soft solids) 

- = ( ) 

= + 
χλ χ0 χ0 (λW+fxc λ) χλ 

TDDFT (Gross-Kohn) 



Diagrams and RPA 

- 

TDLDA Screening equ. = + 
χλ χ0 χ0 Uλ χλ 

RPA Screening equ. = 
χλ χ0 χ0 λW χλ 

+ 

+ . . . . + +=

+ + . . . . = Sum of rings 

Bare coulomb 



CORRELATION ENERGY VIA RPA-LIKE SCHEMES 
• Want electronic groundstate  energies of large soft matter systems,  

• RPA gets vdW qualitatively right (contains the zero-point
 energy of plasmons coupled by the long-ranged Coulomb
 interaction between subsystems) 

• RPA not quantitatively correct for vdW, except in special geometries
 (for jellium slabs, f-sum rule fixes distant vdW,  and RPA ≈ exact).  

• E.g. C6 vdW,RPA too small for Li-Li (atomic polarizability too small) 

• Therefore need MODIFIED RPA SCHEMES (TDDFT response) 

• with "seamless" treatment of all forces incl. vdW, at any separation 
• RPA is a response-based energy scheme: gets covalent,
 electrostatic bonds and does not rely on non-overlap condition 

+ + . . . . =  Infinite Sum of rings 



ORIGIN OF VDW (DISPERSION) FORCE 

+ 
- 

- 
+ 

d 

A correlation effect, highly nonlocal so LDA & GGA FAIL 

Get from 2nd order perturbation theory (for small systems) 
Or via theory of response (polarisability, coupled plasmons) 

Weak but ubiquitous - additional to covalent, ionic bonds 

R 
+ 
- 

- 
+ 



Distant vdW interaction from coupled
-plasmon ZPE / RPA  (Dobson Wed

 pm) 

• Insulators, 3D metals: ΣC6R-6 gives qualitatively OK results, but 

D

a 

L>>D 

• ΣC6R-6 can be very wrong for anisotropic conductors where electrons
 can move large distances leading to large poorly screened polarizations 

L << D 

D
W >>D 

λ|| 



kx 
ky 

ky 

2D BLOCH BANDSTRUCTURE OF GRAPHENE 

E(k) 

K1 (2π/(√3a), 2π/(3a)) 
K2 (0,4π/(3a)) 

M

K1′ 

K2 ′′ K2 ′ 

Γ  (0, 0) 

kx 

ky 

1st Brillouin Zone (k space) 

Bandstructure near “Dirac” K-points in Brillioun
 Zone is crucial for density response at low frequency
 and wavenumber: see next slide.  



kx 

ky 

E(kx,ky) 

Bandstructure of
 single graphene plane

 (semimetal) 

kx 

ky 

E(kx,ky) 

Bandstructure of
 single BN plane
 (semiconductor) 

kx 

ky 

E(kx,ky) 

Bandstructure of metal
 (e.g. e- doped BN 

 plane) 

 α=χ0
 q-2 diverges if BOTH q,u → 0  α=χ0

 q-2 not divergent  α=χ0
 q-2 diverges if u→0 

B 
C N 



Lattice and bandstructure of graphite 

kx 

ky 

E(kx,ky) 

Bandstructure of single
 graphene plane (semimetal) 

From J. C. Charlier, X. Gonze
 and J.-P. Michenaud,  

PRA 43, 4579 (1991) 



DETAILS OF VASP RPA CALCULATION OF GRAPHITE LAYER BINDING ENERGY 

Graphite,  Sebastien Lebegue et al unpublished 2009 

AB graphite geometry with in-plane lattice parameter fixed at exptal value 2.46 A. 

Computations done for various values of layer stacking parameter D. 

Plane wave cut-offs: 800 eV for the correlation part and 700 eV for the Hartree Fock part. 

 k-points used:  Up to 14 × 14  × 6  for correlation part, 26×26×8 for HF part 

This fine k subdivision was needed to sample reasonably finely the regions round the
 Dirac points K, K’ in the 2D graphene Brillouin zone, where the gapless feature of the
 graphene electronic bandstructure occurs. leading to small pockets of electrons and holes
 and unusual singularities in response functions at long wavelength and low frequency  

Previous full RPA calculations for crystals: Si, Na, boron nitride.. 

Miyake, Aryasetiawan,  et al:  Marini, Rubio et al 



LAYER BINDING ENERGY GURVE OF AB GRAPHITE: 

 Lebegue et al, unpub 2010 



LAYER BINDING PROPERTIES OF GRAPHITE 
IN MONTE CARLO (VMC, DMC)  

Spanu, Sorella & Galli, Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 196401 (2009) 

In view of importance of the D-3 term arising from long-wavelength charge fluctuations
 in the graphene plane, it is quite likely that these calculations have too small a repeat
 cell (2×2) in the graphene plane.  i.e. not converged. 

Indeed Spanu et al could fit their results to D-4, i.e. the result for INSULATING layers. 



LDA

(Present) vdW-DF DMC  

ACFDT
-RPA

 (present) Expts 

Equilibrium  

interplanar  3.33 3.76c    3.6a    3.59b 3. 43m 3.34 3.35 

distance D0 

C33 (Gpa) 29.5   13c ,   na,    27b ? 37 40.7e  36.5ef  38.7g  37h 

Binding
 energy  24 24c  45.5a  50b   56m 48 

43i   35j  52k 

(All suspect and involve
 assumptions of additive

 vdW forces)  

(meV /atom) 

LAYER BINDING PROPERTIES OF GRAPHITE 
Lebegue et al unpublished 2009 



LDA
 (Present) vdW-DF DMC  

ACFDT
-RPA

 (present) 

Equilibrium  
interplanar  -1%  +11%, +7%, +7% +3%  -0.3%  

distance D0 

C33 (Gpa) -22%  -66%,  na,  -29% ? -3% 

Binding
 energy  

(-44%) (-44%),   (+6%), 
 (+16%)   (+30%) (11%) 

(meV / atom) 

LAYER BINDING PROPERTIES OF GRAPHITE:  

% ERROR COMPARED WITH MEAN EXPERIMENTAL DATA 



Energy opt fxc : little effect on jellium slab binding cw RPA  

LDA 

RPA 

NLEnOpt 

D 
J. Jeil, P. Garcia-Gonzalez+JFD+,  PRB 70, 205107 (2004) D 

L 
L = 3aB 

D 



J. Toulouse et al,  

RPA in Ne2 binding curve 



J. Toulouse et al,  

Severe failure of RPA in Be2 binding curve:  

 related to SIC and/or degeneracy effects? 



FUTURE DIRECTIONS – GRAPHITIC ENERGETICS VIA RPA 

The present graphite calculation was a tour de force, made possible because VASP is
 efficient and a large number of k points were able to be used. 

More complicated geometries – intercalates, nanotubes, etc etc – would be very
 difficult within RPA (even within VASP)  if many need k points are needed. 

A possible solution involves the use of much coarser k grids, but with analytic
 calculation of the response contributions from the sensitive regions near the Dirac
 K points. 

The failure of the short-ranged correlation hole in RPA should be addressed,
 although experience with jellium layer problems suggests its effect on the
 energy differences of interest here is probably quite small. 

One way to improve this is the range-separated approach in which the short
-ranged correlations are treated separately. 

One can hopefully also try higher theories (eg RPAx vs present d-RPA). 



ADVANTAGES OF RPA ENERGY FORMULA 

No local assumption, treats long-ranged correlations in a reasonable way 

RPA is less computationally intensive than higher-order quantum chemical methods, for
 large systems. 

Following has been proved (JFD book chapter 1994, reproduced in cond-mat/0311371:  

Combined dimer correlation energy in RPA yields the generalised Casimir-Polder
 formula for the vdW interaction of the monomers, in the well-separated limit: 

RPA correlation energy is compatible with “exact” exchange, and indeed RPA yields
 “exact” exchange if interacting χ is replaced by bare χ0 

RPA RPA 



SOME WEAKNESSES OF RPA ENERGY  (ACFDT with fxc = 0) 
RPA does not exclude incorrect orbital self-interaction in the dynamical response 

This can be a big problem where one wants to describe correlations
 between s electrons eg He2, Be2.  But SIC is not a major problem (e.g.)
 for spatially extended 2π orbitals that are important in graphitic cohesion. 

RPA gives a poor account of the short ranged part of the correlation hole.  It
 therefore often grossly overestimates the absolute correlation energy.  

E.g.  Homogeneous electron gas, rs= 10,:    ec = -22 mH/e.   ecRPA = -30 mH/e 

As pointed out by John Perdew et al, the RPA error in Ec often largely cancels
 out in forming isoelectronic energy differences – e.g. change in correlation
 energy when one moves two nanostructures apart, as in binding energy
 curve calculations.   See example next slide. 

This sr corr hole problem can also be addressed by (e.g.) RPA+fxcr  or range
 separation methods. But application to layer binding of graphitics in ACFDT
 is not complete  (Seb Lebegue has preliminary results). 

RPA as usually implemented may strongly depend on input orbitals (need SC RPA?) 



Interacting(λ) and KS (λ=0) dens response 

Fully interacting M-B eigenstate 

Fully interacting M-B energy 

Kohn-Sham orbital 

Kohn-Sham eigenvalue 

Fermi factor 

Operator for dens at r  : 



W12 perturbation theory and vdW: 

1 2 

Gen. nonoverlapping 

finite systems 

nonlocal dens-dens resp of isolated
 system 2 (incl W11to all orders) 

H.C. Longuet-Higgins, Disc. Faraday Soc. 40, 7 (1965). 
E. Zaremba and W. Kohn, P.R.B 13 2270 (1976). 

W12 

W12 
“ZK formula, Generalised Casimir Polder formula” 

Bare inter-system Coulomb e2 /r12 



MP 

MPx includes all e-e interactions w,
 not just w12.  MP2 vdW only
 includes bare responses – OK for
 many small weakly polarizable
 systems eg Ar-Ar, not v. good for
 (e.g.) Be-Be, wrong for extended
 metals. 

ZK 

MPx OK for overlapped systems,
 (“seamless”) but can require higher
 and higher order as systems
 become larger 

ZK Not valid for overlapped systems
 – cannot deal with
 indistinguishability, exchange:
 symmetry adapted pert. th. is better 
See Jeziorski Mon: also Fri session. 

MPx, ZK, SA perturbation theory 

W12 

W12 

W12 

W12 
W11 

W11 

Response
 includes
 internal

interaction
 W11 to all
 orders 



ACF/FDT STARTING WITH  χKS CONTAIN ALL THE
 BASIC CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL FORCES - II 

JFD  pp 121-142 in 'Topics in condensed matter physics', Ed. M.P. Das, (Nova, NY
 1994, ISBN 1560721804. ) ( Hard to get: reproduced in cond-mat/0311371) 

This is the exact result from perturbation theory except  A→ ARPA 

E.g. for isolated spherical systems in the dipolar approx, 

Result does not appear to be true for RPA+approx fxc!  

RPA  ⇒  vdW (Casimir-Polder): 



vdW energy: well separated systems 

Make multipolar expansion of                         and  

a 
R 

|R| >> a 

R 
1 2 isotropic

 case Dipole resp
 of 2 



Range-separated energy functionals 
Started with Savin et al 1980’s (short-ranged LDA with long-ranged CI)  

Split bare Coulomb interaction W=Wshort range+Wlong range 

Treat SR by DFT, LR by another method (perturbation, ACF/FDT….) 

Kohn, Meir, Makarov PRL 1998: rigorous SR/LR separation for ACF/FDT 

Angyan, Savin, Toulouse  et al : another aproach, using 2nd order pert. for LR
 part, and recently RPA RPA/x correlation for long ranged part.  Also TD. 

More empirical hybrids: Goursot, Elstner 

The "Energy optimized Fxc" (Dobson, Wang PRB 2000) was
 designed to be local and frequency independent, but to give
 correct Ec via ACFDT for hom. gas.  
A spatially nonlocal version was given in Jung et al PRB 04 

Energy optimized fxc  

SOME LESS-KNOWN WAYS TO GO BEYOND RPA IN ACFDT  



Petersilka,
 Gossmann, Gross 

≈ TD OEP 



Performance of fxc kernels for atom-atom C6 



Performance of fxc kernels for atom-atom C6 





VERY NONLOCAL fxc[n] IN 2 ISOLATED SUBSYSTEMS?:  

DIMER VS “GEN CASIMIR-POLDER” CALCULATION OF VDW ENERGY 

R 

1 2 
Gen. nonoverlapping 

finite systems 

Casimir-Polder, O(W12
2): W12 

W21 
EvdW = = ∫0 ∞duTr{χ11W12

 χ22W21} 

These two approaches must give the same result if exact response fns are used. 

ACFDT Dimer Calc: Then find R-dependent  
part as R→ ∞ 

Etot xc  = ∫0 1d λ 

But in approx theories (eg ACFDT-TDDFT incl short-ranged fxc) they MAY NOT 

Can show the two calculations give the same result if fxc = 0 (JFD ’94, arXiv ’03) 



Lowest terms beyond RPA
 for energy of system 1 alone
 (includes system 1 self
-energy,  
would involve fxc(r1,r1′) in
 DFT) 

1 

1 

Lowest term in RPA
 correlation energy
 of  system 1 alone. 

1 

1 

“SPECTATOR EFFECTS” ON fxc  IN VdW GEOMETRY (2 SEPARATED SYSTEMS)? 

fxc(r1,r1′) depends on the presence of a distant system 2, because  

Coulomb interaction between electrons in system 1 is screened by system 2 

Lowest spectator term
 in RPA energy of 
 coupled systems. 

1 

1 
2 

Included in
 RPA dimer
 calc 

Lowest spectator
 terms in beyond
-RPA energy of
 coupled systems. 

1 
2 

1 
2 

Not incl in
 RPA-dimer
 or RPA-GCP  



Lowest spectator
 terms in beyond
-RPA energy of
 coupled systems. 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 2 

The beyond-RPA spectator diagrams on the  left (copied from the previous slide)
 can be rearranged geometrically to be recognizable as terms in the Casimir
-Polder energy expansion (on the right above). 

= 

= 

CASIMIR POLDER ENERGY GETS ALL THESE SPECTATOR  

TERMS WHEN FULL χ11
 OF ISOLATED SYSTEM 1 IS USED 

A term
 in χ11 



Lowest terms beyond RPA for
 density response of system 1
 alone (includes system 1 self
-energy, and an exchange term
 of lowest RPA diagram – this  
would involve fxc(r1,r1′) in DFT) 

1 

1 

Lowest spectator terms in
 beyond-RPA dens-dens response
 of system .1 to fields applied
 inside system 1 

1 
2 

1 
2 

“Spectator” terms arise when system 2 screens the interaction between electrons
 that are both located in system 1.   How does the lowest order spectator self
 energy contribution to χ11 contribute to fxc(r1,r1′) in the DIMER calculation? 

SAME IDEAS SHOW THAT Fxc IN DIMER CALC HAS LONG-RA DENS DEP 



In the above the frequency convolutions and integrations have not been
 displayed. Perhaps by expanding the LHS to 2nd order in V12 we can
 get an explicit expression for the lowest-order spectator contribution to
 fxc11. 

1 2 

1 2 

AN EXPLICIT EXPRESSION FOR NONLOCAL-N-DEP fxc IN DIMER CALC? 

1 

1 2 

2 




